SHOW BIZ

Maria Faisal

Everybody Loves Raymond
Based on the real-life experiences of Ray Romano,
Everybody Loves Raymond, the popular sitcom ran
from September 1996 to May 2005.
Everybody Loves Raymond, a very popular American
sitcom broadcast on CBS, ran from 1996 to 2005.
The show revolved around the life of Ray Barone, a
News Paper sportswriter from Long Island, his wife,
Debra, daughter, Ally, and identical twin sons,
Geoffrey and Michael.
Ray has imposing parents and a jealous, insecure brother, Robert. They are found most of the time in
the living room of Ray. Debra, Ray's wife is sick of this routine that had turned her in to a cranky
yelling woman, but tolerates for the love of her husband. Ray’s parents and brother never give Ray or
his family a moment of peace. Ray often finds himself in the middle of someone else's problems. He
is usually the one blamed for everyone else's troubles.
Based on the real-life experiences of Ray Romano, Everybody Loves Raymond premiered on
September 13, 1996, on CBS. The series finale was broadcast on May 16, 2005, though old episodes
are still rerun on cable network TBS and in daily syndication.
The show can be watched Monday to Friday on Rogers channel 35, 835, 47 and 847.
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Interesting Facts
About the Show
·In an unusual turn for such a long-running show,
every episode featured a single plotline followed
throughout both acts. There were no subplots.

·Like Robert Barone in Everybody Loves Raymond,
Ray Romano has a brother who works for the New
York City Police Department.

·Amy's brother was originally introduced as
"Russell", the owner of a comic book shop who was
played by comedian Paul Reubens in a one-time
appearance. When the character reappeared, his
name was Peter and was played by Chris Elliott. This
was a rare lapse in the show's continuity. After his
appearance, Reubens was facing criminal charges;
this prompted Ray Romano to object to his being part
of the show's cast, and Elliott was re-cast as Amy's
brother. Reubens later settled his court case, but did
not re-appear on the show.

·Before becoming involved with comedy full-time,
Ray Romano had a daytime job delivering futon
mattresses. In the show, Raymond meets Debra
while delivering a futon mattress to her apartment.

·In early seasons, Kevin James frequently appeared
as one of Raymond's friends, called Kevin. Kevin
James later assumed the title role in his own sitcom,
The King of Queens, and was from then on Ray's
friend Doug. Ray, Robert, Debra, Marie and Frank
also guest-starred as the Barones on The King of
Queens in several episodes.
·As well as appearing on The King of Queens, Ray
and Frank appeared in an episode of Cosby. Frank
and Hilton Lucas (Bill Cosby) were apparently on
the High School Basketball team together. Ray also
appeared in The Nanny and Becker.
·Although Robert Barone is four years older than
Ray Barone, Ray Romano is three years older than
Brad Garrett.

·Chris Rock spoofed the show's title for his own show
called Everybody Hates Chris.
·A Law & Order episode has a parody title,
"Everybody Loves Raimondo's".
·"Bad moon rising" was voted the best episode by
fans.
·According to show creator Philip Rosenthal, the
show was taken off the air in Iraq because Debra and
Marie had the appearance of being "strong women."
·In the episode "Baggage," Marie tells Debra that
Frank nailed a big wooden spoon to their kitchen
wall to anger Marie, but in return, she nailed a big
wooden fork to the wall next to it, but a little higher.
The positions of the fork and spoon change from
episode to episode.
·In the episode "Moving Out", Robert moves in with
the Stipes, and if you look on the wall in the kitchen
(when Raymond arrives), you can see a fork and
spoon nailed to it, just like in Frank and Marie's
house.
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